
Welcome to the Bruny Island 
Trail Running Workshop
We are partnering with Find Your Feet Tours 
to offer an all-inclusive three day trail 
running workshop on Bruny Island.

Depart from Tasmania’s capital Hobart to 
Bruny Island by private boat, to explore 
the best of Bruny Island's celebrated and 
hidden trails.  Improve how you prepare, 
run and recover. 

Connect with nature, stay at a remote 
luxury camp and enjoy exquisite meals 
featuring the island's famed produce.

On our trail runs, you'll venture out with 
lightweight trail running vest packs and to 
"be wilder, play wilder and perform wilder". 
Your running guides will deliver a plethora 
of tips and tricks to help you with your 
trail running. 

Here you will find everything you need 
to prepare and get excited about your 
adventure, all in one document. From pick-
up times to gear lists, daily distances to 
accommodation details, this is your go-to-
guide.

3 Day/2 Night 
exploration of 

the scenery, 
food and wine of  

Bruny Island
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Channel

The Trip

Trip Summary
Trip Duration: 3 days/2 nights

Grade: Easier 

Activities: Spring/Summer/
Autumn day-walking, visit 
a local oyster farm, luxury 
camping; private boat cruise.
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Introducing...

Find Your Feet Trail Running Guides and Ethos
Find Your Feet Tours were established in Tasmania in 2014 by World Champion athlete, author 
of the Trail Running Guidebook and award-winning businesswoman, Hanny Allston & her 
husband, Graham Hammond. Over the last six years the couple's Find Your Feet enterprise has 
grown to include international & domestic trail running tours, an online outdoor equipment & 
apparel outlet, two Tasmanian retail stores, and trail running coaching. However, the heart and 
soul of Find Your Feet is the trail running tours led by an expert panel of guides and coaches, 
including: Hanny & Graham themselves; past-professional runner and elite trail running coach, 
Majell Backhausen; and professional Swiss mountain guide & experienced trail runner, Urs 
Grueter. Under this experience, Find Your Feet can craft their trips to suit all participants and 
their trail running ability.

Over the duration of our time on the trails you will have access to our expert guides and 
coaches who always facilitate an environment of education and learning for all elements of 
trail running including gear and equipment, nutrition, adventure and race planning and running 
techniques tips and tricks that will have you dancing and thriving on the trails. 

When you embark on a Find Your Feet Tour in partnership with the Australian Walking Company, 
you embark on a holiday too! Culture, cuisine, comfort and coaching are priorities for us all. 
Therefore, after each running mission, kick back with a sense of heightened satisfaction to 
unwind amongst your surroundings, enjoy the local cuisine, share stories with your new trail 
running friends and learn the art of being, playing & performing wilder on the trails. This tour is 
one not to be missed!
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Why Bruny Island Long Weekend?

It’s very important to us that you spend time reconnecting with friends and family or simply giving 
yourself some space, so we make sure to take care of the small things. From the moment you join 
us, the adventure begins – no need to worry about a thing – we have it covered!

The Bruny Island Long Weekend was founded by Rob Knight in January 2013 and it has been 
his passion ever since. Rob partnered with the Tasmanian Walking Company in 2018, and he 
continues his involvement as Experience Manager of the trip.

Our groups have exclusive use of our completely off-grid private accommodation, nestled in 
amongst tall eucalypts on the foothills of Mt Mangana at the southern end of Bruny Island.

With our days spent walking in wild, powerful, coastal places, our campsite is a sanctuary we can 
return to each evening. Featuring a gorgeous bespoke designed celery top timber kitchen and 
dining room, four canvas tents containing split king beds with quality linen, towels and pillows. 
The highlight for many of our guests is an incredible hot water shower discretely located with 
spectacular views!

Our Bruny Island Long Weekend guides are highly trained experience artisans, seamlessly 
bringing together all the attributes of a great walking experience to deliver an unforgettable 
weekend. Guests consistently agree in their feedback that our Bruny Island Long Weekend guides 
are our most outstanding asset. They have a passion for Bruny Island, detailed knowledge of the 
local flora, fauna, geology and history; and their love of cooking using local produce ensure they 
deliver a diversity of delicious cuisine each evening.

Over the years Tasmanian Walking Company has been the proud recipient of many awards.  
Call and talk to us on 03 6392 2211.
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Itinerary

At a glance

DAY RUN/WALK SECTIONS DISTANCE STAY MEALS

One kunanyi/Mount 
Wellington and  
Fluted Cape

Up to 15 km  
and 6 km

Mt Mangana 
luxury 
campsite

B/L/D

Two Cape Queen Elizabeth 
and Mt Mangana

14 km  
and 4 km

Mt Mangana 
luxury 
campsite

B/L/D

Three Labilladiere Peninsula  18 km Return to 
Hobart

B/L/-

*  PLEASE NOTE THAT DISTANCES MAY VARY ON TRACKING DEVICES. 
Please note this itinerary is subject to change depending on weather conditions. We will endeavour to remain as close  
to the written itinerary as is practicably possible. Our guides will keep you up to date and informed along the way. 
Should you have any questions, please feel free to call us on 03 6392 2211 or email bookings@taswalkingco.com.au. 
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Day 1

Cape Queen Elizabeth and 
Mt Mangana
Meet at Find Your Feet @ 107 Elizabeth 
Street, Hobart at 6:30 am to be 
introduced to your guides and the group. 
We pick up from The Henry Jones Art 
Hotel at 6 am and Old Woolstore at 6:15. 
 
We drive to Daci and Daci cafe on the 
Hobart waterfront, where we will meet 
our Bruny Island Long Weekend guide. 
It's a short walk to the pier where we step 
aboard our private boat and cruise down 
the Derwent River to Bruny Island. From 
Dennes Point on the northern tip of 
Bruny Island, we'll travel by van to the 
trailhead.  
 
Today our goal is to run to a spectacular 
cape on the east coast of Bruny Island. 
After a flat beginning, our run will skirt 
around lagoons to stunning secluded 
beaches, unique rock formations, dunes 
and trails weaving through coastal heath 
to expansive ocean views. There are 
opportunities to swim at Miles beach and 
Cape Queen Elizabeth.

*PLEASE NOTE THAT DISTANCES MAY VARY ON TRACKING DEVICES
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On returning from our run we will wade 
 out into the crystal clear waters of  
Great Bay to learn how the famous  
Bruny Island oysters are farmed  
and shuck them straight out of  
the water. It's the perfect way to  
cool down after a run and source  
a local accompaniment to our alfresco picnic. 
 
Afternoon Workshop:  
Trail Running training, technique and recovery 
 
There is time in the late afternoon for a walk through the ancient 
Gondwanan rainforest to the highest point of Bruny Island, Mt Mangana 
(4km, 2 hrs). 
 
Retreat then to our forest-hugged camp, built completely off-the-grid, with 
luxury in mind. Crisp sheets on king-sized beds and an outdoor shower 
framed by towering Eucalypts await. After a hot shower, join us in the dining 
house for a drink and to share stories of the day’s adventures as the guides 
busy themselves preparing your dinner sourced from either on the island or 
in the waters surrounding it.

Day 1 
...continued.
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Day 2

East Cloudy Head and

Fluted Cape
Distance: 14 + 4 km

Day two might begin with a gentle thumping past your tent. While the inquisitive wallaby isn’t 
your wake up call, his visit, or the promise of warm croissants might lure you from your crisp 
sheets to reunite with us at the rustic wooden dining table once more.

Today’s run is East Cloudy Head for views of Tasmania’s far south and the wild Southern Ocean. 
The 14km journey begins by running the length of Cloudy Bay Beach. Windswept and beautiful, 
the trail then leads us into coastal heath and up toward spectacular views of Bruny Island’s 
rugged south coast.

Our recovery swim is in the fresh waters of Cloudy Bay, framed by imposing cliffs and surf coast 
that sweeps around to the Bruny Island lighthouse.

Afternoon workshop: gear and equipment

Upon return to our camp, you can take some time to yourself, explore our 100-acre property and 
try to spot some of Bruny Island’s 150 species of birds (including all 12 Tasmanian endemics). An 
optional afternoon recovery walk is to Adventure Bay, Grass Point and Fluted Cape, a 4km trail 
that leads to beautiful clifftop views.  

*PLEASE NOTE THAT DISTANCES MAY VARY ON TRACKING DEVICES
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Day 3

Labilladiere Peninsula
Up to 18km 

We're up early for a simple breakfast and to make our 
way to the lighthouse on the southern tip of Bruny 
Island for morning skies and coffee.

The Labilladiere Peninsula is a beautiful and gentle 
trail that loops around a quiet corner of a remote 
part of the world offering coastal and mountain views 
as your frequent companion. You will run through 
dry sclerophyll forests, along a sandy beach teeming 
with birdlife, visit secluded coves, rocky beaches and 
dense forests before emerging to gather again at the 
lighthouse.

After our run, we head back to camp to 
shower, pack up and head to our final 
destination to finish our long weekend 
in style. Ray Jones at The Jetty Café’s 
deck will serve a multi-course lunch of 
Bruny Island produce as we await the 
arrival of our private boat on the beach 
below. There will be time to explore 
the gallery showcasing some of Bruny’s 
60+ artists. The return boat trip to 
Hobart offers a scenic farewell to your 
adventure.

Afternoon discussions:  
nutrition and hydration

*PLEASE NOTE THAT DISTANCES MAY VARY ON TRACKING DEVICES
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What is included

/ Three full days to explore Bruny Island 
with your guides

/ Two nights glamping with a king-size bed 
and quality linen at our 100 acre retreat

/ Return journey to Bruny Island form the 
Hobart waterfront by private boat (we 
offer the only alternative to the long 
queues on the public Bruny Island ferry)

/ Spectacular coastal walks

/ Two qualified Find Your Feet trail running 
guides for the duration of your Bruny 
Island Trail Run

/ Exclusive access to an oyster lease, 
where you can help yourself to as many 
oysters as you like, straight out of 
the pristine waters... they don't come 
any fresher!

/ Absolute indulgence at every meal time 
with Tasmania's finest food and wine.  

/ Three lunches, two dinners,  
two breakfasts

/ National Park pass 
 

 
Single supplement
Single supplements are not available for this experience.
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Gear Checklist

We provide the following: 
All guests are required to bring a small amount of mandatory gear. 

See gear list at the at the Find Your Feet website: 

 
www.findyourfeettours.com.au/before-the-tour.html

All Find Your Feet tour guests receive a 20% discount at Find Your Feet. To make your life as 
easy as possible, they have put together their favourite items in one toe-tingling collection. 
Every item in this collection will meet all your mandatory gear requirements for this tour and 
any other events or races you may be participating in. Please visit them instore or online and 
enter the discount code: WildTours

Visit: http://www.findyourfeettours.com.au/before-the-tour.html

To ensure sufficient space, we would kindly request that you avoid excessive baggage – refer 
to Frequently Asked Questions below. 
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Essential Items 
/ Running Pack: It is highly preferable that this pack is a Vestpack design and has a 

minimum of 5L of storage and the capacity to carry a minimum of 1L of fluid.

/ Waterproof Jacket: This must be hooded, fully seam sealed and breathable. A light running 
specific jacket it best.  

/ Thermal Top & Bottoms: Preferably a light synthetic or merino garment that can be 
comfortably worn for long periods of time. 

/ Insulated or very warm jacket: It is preferable that this is a synthetic or down insulated 
jacket that can pack up relatively small, especially on our alpine trips where we may 
encourage you to carry it on a run. 

/ Beanie or Buff: Any light weight beanie or Buff is ideal to keep your head warm. 

/ Head torch: It is preferable that this has a minimum of 200 lumens and is bright enough 
for you to run at night on trails.

/ Personal First Aid Kit: A small, packable first aid kit for carrying on runs should contain at a 
minimum: snake bandage, Panadol, wound dressings, wound closure strips (ie. Steristrips), 
spare energy gel or bar & a space blanket.

/ Trail Running Nutrition: We ask every athlete to bring appropriate types and quantities of 
sports nutrition that you have trialled in your training prior to commencing the trip.  We 
recommend Shotz Gels, Electrolytes & Energy Bars, and would ask you to bring a minimum 
of 4 energy items for each day.  ie. a 5 day tour will require 20 energy gels and/or energy 
bars & some electrolytes.

/ Waterproof Bag: To be used inside your running pack to keep your clothes & valuable safe  
and dry. 

/ Trail Running Shoes: We require all athletes to use specially designed trail running shoes.  
It is very rare that 'normal' road running shoes will suffice on the trails we will run on. 

/ Picnic Utensils: We love picnics at 
lunchtime so please bring along a camping 
mug, spoon, knife and even a plate to 
make these occasions even easier & more 
enjoyable.

/ Mobile Phone: this needs to be a phone 
that works in most regions, including on our 
overseas tours. Please bring a waterproof 
bag such as a ZipLock bag to protect it

TRACK 
NOTES
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Strongly recommended
/ At least 2 changes of running clothes

/ An extra warm jumper

/ Comfortable long trousers for relaxing in

/ Earplugs due to the nature of sharing a room

/ Relaxing activities for enjoying during our ‘down time’

/ A minimum of $100 cash for souvenirs, drinks and small incidental purchases such as 
snacks.

/ An spare photocopy of your passport and itinerary

/ Hat, sunscreen and sunglasses

/ A small sachet of clothes washing powder

Optional Gear List  
/ We can provide disposable facemasks if you choose to wear one.  Alternatively you may 

wish to bring your own disposable or reusable masks.  Please note if you are planning to 
bring reusable masks we do not have the facilities to wash and dry daily (as per health 
advice),  therefore, you will need to bring enough for the duration of your experience and a 
safe way to carry them.

*  Tip: Layering of clothing has long been the basis for dressing in the outdoors and the gear 
list above follows this principle. When the temperature drops, we add another layer of 
insulation; if it rains, we add a rain shell on top and when it’s warm and dry, we strip off a 
layer.

 *  If you are unsure about anything on the gear list, please call us or talk to your local 
outdoor adventure store.
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Frequently Asked Questions

Walk accommodation  

Our walk accommodation is secluded on a private 100 acre forest block on the edge of the 
South Bruny National Park, our "camp" represents the perfect place to retreat. Although the 
camp has been built completely "off the grid", we are not without our creature comforts. 
With most of our days spent in wild, powerful, coastal places, our camp is a sanctuary we can 
return to at the end of each day, as we change to a more introspective focus gathering around 
the fire in the dining room and sharing food and stories from the day.  Each tent contains a 
king size bed with quality linen and the highlight for many guests is our hot outdoor shower, 
tucked away on one of the most beautiful parts of the property.

Each tent contains either 1 king size bed or 2 singles. If travelling with a friend we ask that 
you twin share.

How many guests will be on my trip?  

Each trip has a maximum of 8 guests and 2 guides.  
The minimum number to guarantee a departure is 8 guests.

Level of fitness & trail running preparation

You are invited to make and hold a booking. Once the booking is made, details will be passed 
onto Find Your Feet Tours. You will be contacted and asked to complete a Running Screening 
Form. When it has been confirmed that you meet the desired standards, you can confirm the 
booking and make payment.

You are most welcome to contact Find Your Feet Tours with any questions:   
tours@findyourfeet.com.au or call 0405 149 646
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Do we need travel insurance?  We strongly recommend travel insurance. Consideration 
needs to be given to our cancellation policy, injury, evacuation, delayed flights, illness, 
etc. We do not refund for such occurrences, therefore travel insurance is your only 
safeguard.

How many guides are there?  Every trip has two experienced guides. This allows plenty of 
opportunities to rest, take photos and walk at your own pace.

How about food?  Food is an element very closely connected with Bruny Island and an 
important part of the Bruny Island Long Weekend. Almost 100% of the food we consume 
 over the long weekend has been sourced from the island itself or within Tasmania.  
We regularly change the menu, depending on the season and what the local producers  
have for us that week. We have successfully catered for coeliacs, vegetarians, vegans and  
just about any dietary requirement you can imagine. We love the challenge of being 
creative with our produce!  

We also serve an interesting range of top Tasmanian sparkling, wine and beers with our  
meals and will expose you to a number of great little boutique producers you could never 
find at home.

What time does the trip commence and conclude?  Meet at Find Your Feet @ 107 Elizabeth 
Street, Hobart at 6:30 am to be introduced to your guides and the group. We pick up from 
The Henry Jones Art Hotel at 6 am and Old Woolstore at 6:15.

We arrive back at the waterfront in Hobart at 6pm on the final day.

TRACK 
NOTES
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What accommodation options do we have pre-and post-walk?

The Tasmanian Walking Company and Bruny Island Long Weekend have partnered with three 
outstanding hotels in Hobart, all providing superb accommodation, service and located 
within a 5-minute walk from our departure point in Hobart. This accommodation IS NOT 
included in your tour, it is important for you to arrive this day so that we can meet at 6:30 am 
sharp on Day 1 at Find Your Feet. If you arrive before 5 pm, feel free to drop in and see us at 
107 Elizabeth Street, Hobart. Please mention “Tasmanian Walking Company” for special offers 
at The Old Woolstore Apartment Hotel, The Henry Jones Art Hotel and MACq01.

The Old Woolstore Apartment Hotels  1 Macquarie Street, Hobart

This multi-award winning hotel has a reputation for being one of Australia's most welcoming 
and relaxing inner-city hotels. The rooms are spacious and the hospitality friendly.   

The Henry Jones Art Hotel  25 Hunter Street, Hobart

A hotel where art and history collide. Hobart's oldest waterfront warehouse has been 
transformed into Australia's first dedicated art hotel with views capturing the bustling wharf. 
Close to galleries, restaurants, bars and cafe's. 

MACq01  18 Hunter Street, Hobart

Accommodation is available in a variety of luxurious suites and rooms. Each of the hotel's 
114 rooms are linked to a real character central to the story of Tasmania - heroes, villains, 
explorers, inventors, convicts, bushrangers, first people, industrial giants, political mavericks 
and much more

Are there age restrictions?  The minimum age for guests walking with us is 12 years old. We 
can be a bit more flexible with younger children that book a private trip, when we have the 
opportunity to modify the itinerary. There are no upper age restrictions, however, for guests 
walking with us who are 69 or above we do require a GP to sign  
off on  a letter we provide.


